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Introduction
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In previous wcrk (Ref. 1), we have reported that the
stress-corrosion susceptibility of highest strength 7075
aluminum alloy is dependent upon grain boundary precipitate
interparticle spacing (d) and the pH in an aqueous
chloride environment.
Comparison of the failure times
(TTF) at a pl! = 3.0, approximately that found adjacent
to crack tips in 7075 (Ref. 2, 3). indicated a linear
relation between logTTF and the grain boundary interparticle spacing (d).
This supports earlier work
suggesting the importance of grain boundary precipitate
structuaý Lo stress corrosion susceptibility in this
type alloy (Ref. 4, 5, 6).
One of the interesting
observations in our previous study concerns the change
in susceptibility as a function of pl over the 0.7 to
2.0 range for two of the three grain boundary microstructures examined.
Other investigators (Ref. 7, 8)
did not find the susceptibility to be dependent on pH
a 1.0 to 6.2 pH range for a similar Al-Mg-Zn alloy
in a comparable environment, although they did observe pH1dependent differences in initial
crack propagation rates.
aoodic dissolution mechanism and local p11 variation
within the cracks were suggested to account for their
observations.
The present work proposes a mechanism of stress
corrosion attack based Ln both anodic dissolution and
stress concentration at grain boundary precipitate
particles.
Earlier results and the TTF-pH characteristics
of non-stress corrosion susceptible, overaged 7075-T7351
"are considered as well as the attack morphology associated
with test exposure.
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Materials

and Expcrimental Details

this study were prepared

All the specimens used in
*

fronm commercial material

*

"7"so

• -

.argon

having chemical compositions

within the specified limits for the 7075 alloy (Ref. 9).
"Both highest streigtlh T651 and overaged T7351 bar stock
were used.
Details of the specimen size and geometry have
been reported previously (Ref. 10).
All specimens were cut
that the shert transverse direction was parallel to the
direction of loading thus insuring maximum susceptibility
(Ref. 11).
In addition to the as-received (AR) T651 and
T7351 conditions, two heat t:reatments were -scd to vary
grain boundary microstructure while maintaining constant
matrix microstructure.
In one, speciftiens of AR T651 were
solution treated at 490%C for two hours in a flowing
atmosphere, S•
quenched into water at 20%C, then aged
in a silicone oil bath at 120%C for 24 hours.
These
specimens were identified as water quenched (WQ) material.
In the other treatment, specimeps were solution treated
for two hours in flowing argon, quenched into liquid
nitrogen and aged at 120'C for 48 hours.
These specimens
were identified as liquid nitrogen quenched (L-NQ) material.
Table I lists
the microstructural features of importance
for •hese samples.
Stress-corrosion testing was conducted in a specially
constructed apparatus in which a specimen is maintained
under load while exposed to a continuouosly circulating
corrosive solution.
An initial
stress of 30,000( psi, which
is approximately 45% of the reported yield stresses for these
materials.was used throughout.
The load was continuously
monitored by a resistance type strain
gauge and the specimen
extension by a linear variable differential
transformer
of 4 2 x 10-6
sensitivity
a
with
gauge
strain
type
(LVOI')
inches.
A mothod for the analysis of the extension-time
behavior has been reported (Ref. 12).
The test
solution
was contained in a sealed oxygen
free system and circulated by means of a nitrogen gas lift
pump so that any dissolved oxygen was continuously removed.
A teflon cell
clamped onto The reduced center section of
the specimen served to contain the corrosive solution.
A
typical specimen with cell
and extensometer mounted is shown
in Fig. 1. The exposed surfaces were 0.420" x .560" areas
or, two opposing wide faces of flat
dog-bone type specimens.
The solution, a 3% NaCi solution, buffered with an addition
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Fig.

1

Photograph

of

Specimrnen

Extensomctor Mounted

3

withi Cell

:nUd

of 0.5% Aid,

was circulated over one face of the specimen,

then the other, then returned to the reservoir, at a rate
of 120 ml/min.
The pl1 was varied bctween 0.7 and 3.4 by
additions of l1CI to the solution; the 3.4 pl1 solution
required no acid addition.
Solution p11 was checked
periodically during each test: and after
specimen failure.

--

in

Following failure,
selected
a plano parallel
to the tensile

specimens were sectioned
axis (defined by the

short transverse and longitudinal directions),
then
metallographical]y polished to reveal the crack morphology.
Re
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Results
Overall
-

-

*

.

Susceptibility

as a

Function of pH

The time-to-failure
(TTF) results
as a function of p1l
for specimens with three different
grain boundary microstructures
i.e.,
PFZ width and grain boundary interparticle
spacing are shown in Fig. 2.
Considering the scatter
in the
data, there is only a slight
difference in behavior between
the AR and LNQ specimens up to a pH of 1.5.
Within this
range the TTF is highly
pendent on pe changing
..
by a
of
- 50.
At pH > 1.5, the two curves diverge and the L11Q
specimens fail
in approximately 1/3 the time of the AR
specimens.
Above pH = 2.0, there is no apparent dependence
"on pHl.

During the course of testing,

the pH of the solution

"environment increased for exposures of greater than 10,000
*

.

minute duration.

The extent

of this

increase was to

approach a pH of 3.4.
This was the pl1of the buffered
chloride tre-st ~-s.1._.it.o.r r
t....
..
-u
4T1. Dufing the
•-

course of the extended exposure,

a great deal of cathodic

hydrogen reduction is likely taking place.
No change from
the initial p11 was observed for tests of shorter lifetimes.
Increase in pH would be expected to prolong TTF; this is
opposite to the behavior shown in Fig. 2 for the AR and
LNQ materials.
Therefore, the decrease in slope at higher
"p1l does not appear to be a result of this e•.-erimental
irregularity.
"As can be seen from Fig. 2,

the WQ specimens are less

susceptible to stress corrosion than the AR and LNQ
specimens at pH < 1.3 and more susceptible for pH > 1.5.
"Thus at pH of approximately
1.3, the three different grain
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4.0

boundary microstructures are equally susceptible.
For
WQ specimens. the TTF appears dependent on p1l only
over the 0.7 to 1.0 range.
This is in agreement with the
observation of Sedricks cL. al (Ref. 7, 8) who found no
p1l dependence over the 1.0 to 6.2 p1l range for a similarly
water quenchcd Al-Mg-Zn alloy.

"0

-.

The TTF results for the overaged 7075-T7351 are shown
in Fig. 3 for solution p11 < 2.0.
The pH dependent
behavior is similar to that of the AR and LNQ specimens,
although the TTF is longer at equivalent pH.
Evaluation
at p11 > 2 for T7351 material is still
under investigation
due to the long times to failure at the designated stress
level of this study.

-

Attack Morphology
*.Use

"*"that
*

"* "of
*

-

. -

- -

- -

of a smooth surface specimen allows both the
initiation and propagation of attack to precede in an
"unrestricted manner.
The morphology associated with such
attack was examined in selected specinlens following
failure.
Some observations were also made on specimens
were not stressed but exposed to the corrosive
environment in the tcsting apparacus.
Particular attention
was paid to the structure of the original surface, the root
the advancing crack, and the crack width.
Table II
summarizes the cracking morphology as a function of pH.
At pH = 0.7, there is little
difference in the crack
features between the AR, LNQ and WQ specimens as shown in
Fig. 4.
(The attack morphology in AR and IINQ specimens are
very similar so that only the AR is shcwn) . There is only
slight localized surface attack; the cracks are hairline in
nature and generally extend through 50% or more of the
specimen thickness.
The WQ specimens have an additional
feature, crack broadening at or near the surface.
This
dissolution at the walls of cracks is likely a result of
the appreciably longer exposure times at this pH.
Both the AR and LNQ specimens show crack branching at
p1l = 0.7 as can be seen in Fig. 5.
The smallest grait. size

"in this material is about 90 microns (Ref. 12) and the
attacked regions in Fig. 5 are only about 10 microns; therefore,
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I

II
"branching most likely takes place along subgrain boundaries.
The existence of subsurface holes also can be seen in
Fig. 5; they may originate by branching ard be a result
"of complete removal of subgrains into the flowing solution.
However, internal holes were also apparent in the WQ
specimens, but careful examination of many specimens did
not reveal indication of branching.
Over the pH range 1.0 to 2.0, the AR and LNQ specimens
continue to exhibit similar b~havior, characterized in
Fig. 6.
There is increasing surface attack, crack
broadening and blunting. At pH = 2.0, surface attack in
This
AR specimens is more severe than in LNQ specimens.
reflects the

-, 2 1/2 times longer exposure times for the

AR specimens at this pH. Evidence of sharp cracks
emanating from the front of blunted areas can still
seen at pH of 2.0 (see Fig. 7).
*
*

*

..

be

For WQ specimens over this same 1.0 to 2.0 pH range,
tLhe extent of the attack decreases while the type of attack
remains unchanged from That was observed at a pH = 0.7.
C.
The
This can be seen for the WQ specimens in Fig.
"decreasing attack of the WQ specimens in this range is
in

sharp contrast with the much greater degree of attack

observed in the AR and LNQ at a pH = 1.5 to 2.0. These
"differences probably reflect the differences in the TTF
in this pH range as shown in Fig. 2.
Over a pH range 2.0 to 3.0 the extent of attack
-

-

decreased for all

three specimens.

The AR specimen,

having the longest exposure had the most severe surface
....
had th least.
For
"attack (see Fig. 8); the Q =•
the WQ specimen at pH of 3.4, there was almost no surface
attack and only one or two sharp cracks formed (see Fig.
"8). The nature of the attack on the AR and LNQ specimens,
i.e., sidewise broadening and blunting remains the same
over the pH range

, 2.0 to 3.4,

reflecting the relatively

small changes in TTF with pH.
To observe only-corrosion effects on crack morphology,
a series of AR specimens were exposed at pH = 0.7, 1.5 and
"3.2. (X-ray residual stress measurements on these specimens
In the
showed no appreciable stresses at the surface).
pH = 0.7 environment, attack begins by cracking at subgrain
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Fig. 8

Photomicrographs Showing the Nature of Attack at High
3.0,
b) WQ at pH = 3.4
a) AR at pH
pl
(75X).
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After 1000 minutes exposurc

(Fig. 9b), the attack is much more severe and is marked
by a recession of the surface, a large amount of intergranular corrosion, and the formation of subsurface holes.
This specimen was exposed five times longer than the
average TTF (180 minutes) for stressed AR material at
this pH.
,*

-

*

.

-

Increasing the pH to 1.5 and the time to 4600 minutes
(about twice the TTF for stressed specimens), produced
highly localized attack (see Fig. 10).
Some cracks
appear to be blunted, and there is also crack broadening.
Comparison with the unstressed T651 AR specimen at
failure (Fig. 6) shows the attack to be more localized
and deeper for the unstressed specimen.
In both cases,
intergranular cracks, similar to that shown in Fig. 7,
were observed at the root of the broadened cracks.
However, in the unstressed specimens these intergranular
cracks also appeared blunted and showed some degree of
broadening.
In an unstressed specimen exposed for 4200 minutes
(about 12% of TTF) at a pH = 3.2, there is no evidence
of localized cracking, but some slight surface pitting
is apparent (see Fig. 10).
Examination at higher
magnification revealed a general surface dissolution to
a depth of 10 to 20 microns.
Examination of the 7075-T7351 specimens in the AR
condition indicated that failure was a result of mechanical
overload, accompanying r•,u 4 -t-o-in cross-sectional area.
In the pH range 0.7 to 1.5, the attack is very general,
"with a reduction in specimen thickness varying from 60%
at pH = 0.7 to 40% at a pH = 1.5 (see Fig. 11).
For
""-pH.- 1.5, there is some indication of more localized
"attack, but general dissolution is still
extensive and
accounts for an approximate 30% reduction in thickness.
"The localized nature c.f the attack at higher pH is
"indicated in Fig. 11. It is probable that failure at
these pH levels is due to this localized attack since
there is only slight overall surface reduction.
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Fig.
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Photomicrographs Showing the Effect of Time on the
Corrosion of Unstressed AR Specimens at a pH = 0.7.
a) 45 Minutes
(250X),
b) 1000 Minutes
(75X)
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Discussion

j

To explain the characteristics observed in these
studies, we will first
consider the cases of pH dependent
and independent susceptibility, individually, and then
the transition of one to the other.

1)

pH Dependent Susceptibility

Change in TTF as a function of pH occurs for all
four tempers illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3; however, the
pH range over which dependence exists differs. There is
only a limited range over which the WQ material shows
dependence on pH, whereas the other three tempers have a
range that extends from pH 0.7 at least 2.0.
SeericKs
et al (Ref. 8) have shown that lowering of pH below 4
promotes anodic dissolution by enhancement of the
cathodic hydrogen ion reduction process for an alloy
and solution environment similar to those used in the
present work.
Hence, the pH dependence in Figs. 2 and 3
may be attributable to enhancement of anodic dissolution
atL.
I.LS. is cUi sisti-L witl! the geutral attack
mode shown in Fig. 11 for the AR T7351 temper as well as

the severe surface attack at low pH shown in Figs. 4, 6,
and 9 for AR and WQ material.
An additional mode of attack, that of sharp intergranular
cracking is evident for AR and WQ materials over the pH
dependent susceptibility range, as can be seen in Figs. 4,

6 and 7. This type of localized attack at grain boundaries
also occurs in unstressed AR samples, see Figs. 9 and 10,
an•d is apparently effective in causing branching at
subgrain boundaries, see Fig. 5.
It is likely that the
difference in chemistry between the boundaries and matrix
(Ref. 13) in the highest strength temper material leads to
differences in electrochemical potential between the two
which promotes the observed dissolution behavior.
The
existence of long cracks that propagate at a rate dependent
on pH as shown in Fig. 12 (earlier work (Ref. 1) showed that
the TTF results reflect the crack propagation stage, tp, of stress
corrosion attack) indicates that the stress corrosion model
suggested by Sedricks et al (Ref. 8) is not applicable here.
This model proposes that cracking rate is relatively
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independent of solution p11 due to a hydrolysis region of
constant pi1 near the tip of long cracks where much of
the effective cathodic reaction occurs.
-

pH Independent Susceptibility

-2)

,,

Scon•sistent
--

-

..material,
• "explain

For the three high strength tempers (AR, LNQ and WQ)
the TTF is relatively independent of p11 at higher pH.
The previously described hydrolysis model involving
constant effective p1l could be considered, but the attack
morphology in two of these cases, AR and LNQ, is not
with this

interpretation.

For these

two

tempers, a great deal of blunting and crack widening is
Access
evident at higher pH, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
by the solution to the crack front area appears readily
achievable, although there is some incidence of sharp
cracks near the root of blunted fronts, see Fig. 7.
In any case, the crack propagation rate for AR and
LNQ materials is much smaller than for WQ material as
While blunting
shown by the differences in tp in Fig. 12.
and crack widening occur at higher pH for AR and LNQ
cracking in the WQ material remains sharp and
To
intergranular to at least p1l of 3.4, see Table II.
this difference in attack behavior and account
for the difference in propagation rates for material
having essentially the same matrix microstructure but
different grain boundary precipitate microstructure,
we will consider the stress behavior at the grain boundary
of this material.
For a simple case of Lwo discs embedded in a matrix,
let us consider the effect of a constant overall displacement.
If we assume that the discs and the matrix have the same
elastic modulus, the stresses in the discs and matrix will
be the same as long as the displacement is linearly elastic.
However, if the matrix is ductile with a relatively low
the stresses
yield strength while the discs are brittle,
in these materials will not be the same at constant
displacement once yielding in the matrix takes place.
discs by a greater
The stress increases in the brittle
amount than that accompanying work hardening in the matrix.
As the strain increases, one of the discs will reach its

21
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fracture stress.
At this point, the matrix must
accommodate the additional stress in a manner analogous
to that associated with a solid containing a"penny
"shaped"crack. The ability to accommodate the additional
stress is a function of the distance between discs.
If
accommodation is possible, the crack will not propagate
readily.
However, if the distance between discs is too
small, stress will concentrate and lead to cracking in
adjacent discs and continued crack propagation.
More
quantitative details concerning the extent of stress
concentration and effect of distance and size are
under consideration.

*

-approximately

•

"*"grain

..

.

•

,-

.in

*.

.

For grain boundary attack in 7075, the precipitatefree-zone (PFZ) adjacent to nigh angle boundaries can be
considered as the matrix in this model and MgZn2 grain
boundary precipitate particles as the discs.
Tilted stage
transmission electron micrographs of this alloy (Ref. 1)
show that this characterization represents the microstructure
in the vicinity of a grain boundary.
Both materials have
the same elastic modulus (Ref. 14).
The
aluminum solid solution of the PFZ could be considered as
ductile relative to the MgZn 2 intermetallic prcipitate.
Therefore, increased grain boundary precipitate spacing
would act to reduce the rate of crack propagation at
boundaries.
This is evident from the curves in
Fig. 2 where the WQ material of shortest interparticle
spacing, d, fails in the shortest times.
The attack
"morphologies in these materials at higher pH is also
consistent with this model.

"3)

Transition from pH Dependent to PH
Independent

Susceptibility

Two modes of stress corrosion attack have been
described in parts (1) and (2) of this discussion.
For
the. first,
attack appears dependent on a dissolution
mechanism.
This is promoted by hydrogen ion reduction
at cathodic areas.
Both localized and general attack
modes are observed; applied stress appears more effective
the propagation of localized, grain boundary attack.
The second mode
requires the presence of the environment
to reduce the stress intensity at which cracks will
propagate
and is controlled by the stress concentration
at grain boundaries.
Grain boundary precipitate microstructure, specifically the precipitate spacing, is

23

Lprimarily

significant

to the crack propagation rate.

Material having rhort: grain boundary precipitate spacing
act to concentrate stress and propagate cracks whereas
blunting occurs for larger spacings.

,-

-readily

•-

--

At low pH, the, dissolution dependent mechanism of
attack is most effective as evidenced by pH dependent
behavior for all
the tempers examined over the 0.7 to 1,0
pH range.
Transition to the stress concentration mechanism
occurs when this mode can cause cracks to propagate more
than by dissolution.
This occurs above the relatively
low pH of 1.0 for WQ material with 570 A interparticle
spacing.
It does not occur until above pH 2.0 for the
LNQ and WQ materials of 620 and 910 A spacing, respectively.
It is unlikely that the large interparticle spacing of
1410 AO for AR T7351 will allow the stress concentration
mechanism to operate.
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